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Karl-Heinz Schuler,  
founder, owner and managing partner of  
Carthago Reisemobilbau GmbH



Editorial

Thank you for your interest in Carthago. Even after more 
than thirty years in the business, it's always an exciting 
moment for me when our Carthago team presents a new 
vehicle generation. What drives us is a passion for tech-
nology, quality and design. And we all love travelling in 
motorhomes ourselves. So it's no wonder we take pleasure 
in presenting innovations year after year that make your 
holiday in a Carthago a treat. 

The experience from more than 33 years of motorhome 
manufacturing goes into every Carthago model. Our 
vehicles are a unique combination of cosy homeliness, top 
functionality, famed longevity and premium-class techni-
cal equipment. You notice it immediately. You see it. You 
feel it. You smell it. You hear it because you hear nothing. 
And you experience it as soon as you take your Carthago 
motorhome onto the road. 

Would you like to get an impression of Carthago at first 
hand? You're welcome to meet us at trade fairs all over 
Europe, visit our authorised dealers, or come to our new 
Carthago World in Aulendorf in the new year. In the 
“Carthago City” you'll get to know the entire range in a 
setting that reflects the insistence on quality that makes 
us a premium manufacturer. 
Experience Carthago for what it is: innovative from the 
management to the production team, high-value and 
select, quality and service-centred, with a personal touch, 
reliable - quite simply, a company you can trust. 

I am fully committed to this Carthago philosophy  
and guarantee it as the company's founder, owner and 
managing partner. 

Your 

Karl-Heinz Schuler

Dear motorhome fans,  
dear customers,

1999 2004 2006 2012

Year

Liner timeline
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Locations

The Company

Aulendorf

Odranci/Slovenia

In the new Carthago World in 
Aulendorf, daily factory tours 
will be held from 2013.

Production of the models  
chic e-line, chic s-plus,  
highliner, liner de luxe.

Production of the models  
chic c-line and c-tourer.
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1979 – 2013
The Carthago phenomenon

The CompanyThe Company

Motorhome construction at Carthago is a 33-year success 
story that began with campers based on the VW van, 
progressed through alcove vehicles and has now devel-
oped into today's semi-integrated and integrated vehi-
cles. Today, Carthago is a trailblazer in this area. However 
different the various models were over all these years, 
they were and are based on fundamental values that have 
persisted throughout our corporate history. Then as now, 
every Carthago motorhome stands for top quality, excel-
lent living, sleeping and driving comfort, intelligent and 
reliable technology and not least individual design that 
makes the brand instantly recognisable. 

The high degree of in-house production is the basis for our 
famous quality. All the components that make a Carthago 
a unique masterpiece are manufactured by us. Production 
of the ultra-stable chassis parts through to the exterior 
hatches, as well as the building of the robust furniture 
elements in traditional and professional cabinetmaker 
quality – we have made a conscious decision to do all this 
and more in-house. That has enabled us to ensure top 
technology in the premium class, and to transfer it to the 
medium class. This development is unique because most 
companies in the industry develop the other way round: 
They started with caravan production and transferred 
this technology to motorhomes. We're confident that the 
Carthago method is better for you as a customer who 
expects the best, and we are happy that this approach has 
made Carthago a benchmark for quality and technological 
innovation throughout Europe. 

Today, Carthago operates three production locations: 
Schmalegg is responsible for the dream motorhomes liner 
de luxe and highliner, in Ravensburg-Deisenfang a highly 
qualified team manufactures the chic e-line and s-plus, and 
finally, our high-tech plant in Odranci, Slovakia produces 
the equally popular models chic c-line and c-tourer. Each 
production location is precisely designed for its distinct 
series. This specialisation on the one hand secures the top 
quality you expect from a Carthago, and on the other hand 
guarantees excellent value for money. What's more, it 
enables us to combine craftsmanship with technologically 
superior series production.

With the completion of our Carthago-City in Aulendorf at 
the end of 2012 / beginning of 2013, this corporate philoso-
phy will stay essentially the same, except that the liner de 
luxe, highliner and e-line as well as the s-plus will then be 
produced under one roof in what may be Europe's most 
modern motorhome plant, featuring the most advanced 
machine stock and perfect logistics. 

Already, you will find the result of perfect craftsmanship 
and modern production methods in every Carthago. Take 
for instance our legendary chassis. Exceptionally sturdy, 
durable and optimally insulated, the body comes with a 
torsional rigidity and solid construction you can actually 
hear when you glide along even poor roads without any 
irritating noise. What other manufacturer has enough 
confidence in its bodywork that it is prepared to give a 
ten-year leak-proof guarantee? 

All the technical expertise that goes into the construction 
of a Carthago motorhome, and all the tests a Carthago 
has to pass before it is ready for series production have 
just one aim: your satisfaction. As our customer, you are 
at the centre of everything we do. This is what lies behind 
the Carthago promise of setting leading standards of qual-
ity, design and innovation in all classes and all models. 

LMOV006
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The team – we are liner!

The team – we are liner!

Building a liner takes time and dedication. For our liner de luxe, we settle for nothing 
less than the best design, technology and materials. Yet ultimately it is you, with your 
choice of features, who adds the touch of individuality, the one-off fingerprint that 
makes your very own Carthago so special. A unique masterpiece.

Others produce liners. We live liners.

Markus Will

Production Manager for the liner de luxe 

“We don't leave anything to chance. We work hand-in-hand 
in liner production to build motorhomes exactly tailored to 
customers' wishes. They are trailblazers in every sense. That's 
a promise.”

Bernd Wuschack

Managing Director of Sales,  
Marketing and Customer Services

“The finest design, innovation, technology – those were our 
standards for the liner de luxe when we presented it a year 
ago. Commitment, passion for the product and the bound-
less team spirit at Carthago created this dream motorhome 
that's as unique as our customers. It fills us with pride every 
day.”
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The team – we are liner!

Matthias Eckhart

Head of Quality Assurance for liners

“An optimum finish is a given at Carthago. As a liner 
customer you want perfection, and that's what we produce 
every day. Throughout its production, every liner de luxe is 
handled with meticulous care and precision. At the end of 
the line, it has to go through the toughest test of all at the 
hands of me and my colleagues during final inspection. We 
are scrupulously thorough, nothing escapes our practiced 
eyes. This guarantees you get exactly the product you 
want.”

Jochen Riess

Head of Technical Customer Services

“In Customer Services, we have one goal: to make you 
happy. It's what we do every day with passion and satisfac-
tion. Our superbly trained technicians apply their special 
expertise, take note of every detail and only use original 
spare parts. That gives you the assurance that your liner de 
luxe will always be something special: a unique master-
piece.”

Heiko Franz

 Premium Service Contact

“Excellent performance includes not just the end product, 
but also after-sales service. The Carthago Premium Service 
Team is there for you 24/7. Whatever we do, we always use 
cutting-edge technology, yet our staff themselves are what 
makes all the difference: they put their hearts into their 
work. You can rely on that!”

9
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Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe

Liner de luxe standard technology

Bus hatches in sandwich technology:  
frameless, free of cold bridges. Hatch 
opening using parallelogram technology

Lower-level scooter garage: connected 
with shape-fitting, bonded aluminium 
ring anchor profiles = 250 kg load capacity

Floor construction: floor underside and 
top made of GRP = durable, moisture-
resistant 

Floor and side wall connection: using 
precision-fit bonded aluminium ring  
anchor profiles = maximum stability

Roof structure: roof outer shell:  
GRP = hailproof, roof inner shell: aluminium = 
thermal insulation and Faraday cage

Carthago wall structure: timber-free,  
with aluminium also on the inside = top 
stability, heat storage, wall heating effect

10
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Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe

Liner de luxe chassis
• Wall thickness 48 mm, or almost 100 mm in the area of the double floor
• Wall outer and inner shells: aluminium
• Highest double floor in its class, 420 mm throughout 
• Roof outer shell hail-proof GRP, inner shell: aluminium (Faraday cage)
• Floor panel 52 mm, outer and inner side moisture-resistant GRP
•  Floor/wall and wall/roof connections with shape-fitted, bonded, highly stable  

aluminium ring anchor profiles with additional insulation on inner side  
(no cold bridges)

Liner de luxe chassis attachment parts
• High-quality GRP attachment parts at front and rear
• GRP rear wall with insulated sandwich wall underneath
• GRP divided rear wall with separate bumper bar (low-cost replacement)

Liner de luxe storage space concept
• Storage space underneath the lounge seating group across the entire vehicle width
•  Double floor storage spaces sunk extra-low at the sides. Lowered compartment  

manufactured in complex, original sandwich structure. Storage space height 68 cm
• Bus hatches in sandwich technology, frameless (no cold bridges)
•  “Liner Spezial”, 06/2012 issue: “The highlights of the Carthago are the exclusive,  

well-insulated exterior hatches...”
•  Bus hatch opening using innovative parallelogram technology, providing easy access  

to storage space
•  Central supply compartment with electricity infeed plug and water drain cocks as  

well as service access for central heating and technical components

Large scooter garage
• Interior height 135 cm
• Deep lowering with protective rollers
• Large garage hatches on driver and passenger sides
• Lashing rails with flexible eyes for secure luggage fixing
• Robust aluminium structured floor
• Rear garage walls lined with robust needle felt
• Rear wall shelf system
• Maintenance-friendly access to electric centre in rear garage
• Access to chassis batteries in separate battery compartments via the garage
•  Version with car garage: Smart for two or four-seater Fiat 500 can be loaded using 

ramps and rope winch

Liner de luxe driver's cabin features
•  Carthago visibility concept with steeply sloped dashboard and low-set bus windscreen: 

road surface visible during travel from less than 3 m ahead!
• Bus mirrors with wide-angle section and kerb mirror for good all-round visibility
• Large driver's cabin side windows, with real glass, flush surrounds on the outside
• Separate dashboard with leather bicolour trim and exclusive contrast stitching
• Electric front roller blind behind front window, 230-V drive with inverter
• Convector heating between windscreen and insulating front roller blind
•  Exclusive leather trim around driver's cabin side window in living area, integrated 

pleated blackout blind
•  Pleated blackout blinds on driver's cabin side windows can be operated horizontally 

from top to bottom
• Bus windscreen wiper system for largest-possible field of vision
• Innovative LED daytime driving light

• Storage space concept
• Driver's cabin features

 “Liner Spezial”, test 
06/2012 issue

Timber-free  
structure

Aluminium also 
on the interior

Chassis connections with 
ring anchor profiles

GRP hail  
protection roof

Lightning  
protection

leak-proof  
guarantee

10-year

unique
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Liner de luxe standard technology

Raised driver's cabin: better  
visibility due to higher, for-
ward-leaning sitting position. 

Bus mirror with wide-angle 
section and kerb mirror.

Bus windscreen wiper system 
for large field of vision and 
perfect view.

One-level living area floor from rear bed 
into driver's cabin.

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe

420 mm
680 mm 680 mm

1,980 mm

850 mm
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MAN: separate dashboard, insulated partition wall to the engine 
compartment.

Daily: separate dashboard with cool box, completely insulated partition wall.

Liner de luxe luxury driver's cabin

Iveco Daily:
•  Innovative driver's cabin concept: driver's cabin module insulated 

without cold bridges with double-shell GRP partition wall and 
direct connection to the heated living area floor plate

•  Entire driver's cabin module offset upward and forward:  
better sitting position, better view, “liner feeling”

• Separate dashboard
•  Cool box in centre console for cold drinks during travel
•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats, positioned further apart,  

multiply adjustable
•  promobil “Liner Spezial” test result, 06/2012 issue:  

Service-friendly engine compartment: “Access is particularly easy 
when the hood swings up easily and completely ... like in the 
Carthago” 

MAN:
•  Raised driver's cabin pedestal additionally thoroughly insulated 

against cold and driving noise. Raised driver's cabin pedestal:  
better sitting position, better visibility, liner feeling

•  Dashboard with leather bicolor trim and exclusive contrast  
stitching

•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats, positioned further apart,  
air-suspension, multiply adjustable

“Liner de luxe” living area floor
• Stepless from driver's cabin through to rear

Hot water underfloor heating
•  In the area of the driver's cabin, lounge seating group and bath-

room. Can each be regulated individually
•  promobil “Liner Spezial” test result, 06/2012 issue: “The highlights 

of the Carthago are [...] the comfortable underfloor heating in the 
cockpit.” Another advantage: “warm feet from underfloor heating 
right through to the driver's cabin”.

"Liner Spezial”, test 
06/2012 issue

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe 13



liner de luxe visibility concept

Road surface visible during driving from a distance of less than 3 m ahead. Best value according to promobil “Liner Spezial”, 06/2012 issue.

“Liner Spezial”, 06/2012 issue:

Carthago visibility concept in the liner de luxe

The polar diagram of the all-round view shows clearly that you 
drive with excellent visibility in the Carthago liner de luxe.

Advantages of the Carthago visibility concept

•  Best test result in comparisons: view of the 
road surface from just under 3 m

•  Additional bus mirrors give you best visibility 
in front of the vehicle. Also best test result!

•  Low-set bus windscreen provides better vis-
ibility and perfect overview

•  Perfect all-round view thanks to bus mirrors 
with wide-angle sections and kerb mirrors 

•  Bus windscreen wiper system clears large field 
of view

• Separate dashboard designed for active driving

You need to see and be seen. That is why Carthago 
uses the very best visibility concept for its integrated 
motorhomes. It has become a characteristic of our 
models and consistently achieves top marks in com-
parisons. It gives you more safety on the road. That's 
due to an optimal view of the road during driving 
thanks to the steeply sloping dashboard and the low-
set bus windscreen. From the driver seat of the liner 
de luxe, you can see the road from just 3 m ahead –  
no other make beats that!

But it's not only your view to the front – all-round 
visibility is also excellent. With the large bus mirrors 
including wide-angle sections and kerb mirrors, you 
have everything in sight. The bus windscreen wiper 
system with sturdy wiper arms makes sure you have  
a large field of vision even during heavy rain. 

Best value just under 3 m.

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe

1.54 m

3.00 m
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Liner de luxe furniture construction

Nothing matches good craftsmanship! We take 
this high standard seriously at Carthago. It's a 
principle embraced by all the employees in our 
own furniture workshop. Every furniture shell is 
produced there and processed with care and pre-
cision by craftsmen. A speciality of Carthago is 
the joining technology of the individual furniture 
parts. They are not just bolted together - as is 
usual in the sector - but also additionally joined 
using the traditional tongue and groove method 
in true cabinet-maker tradition.

The result is higher quality you can see and feel. 
Characteristic of Carthago furniture is its dura-
bility and reduced noise.

Extremely robust “piping” furniture construction method “Durafix” furniture joining technology

Carthago furniture construction

•  Furniture made in our own Carthago work-
shop

•  Multi-bonded, stable wood
•  All furniture is supported on the double floor 

(instead of wall-mounted)
•  Furniture designed to be self-supporting 
•  “Durafix” joints = bolted and mortised
•  Noise reduction using anti-knocking cushion-

ing and insulated wall covering = no creaking 
and rattling during driving 

•  Mountings, hinges and drawers in solid,  
professional quality

•  “Liner” furniture construction with real wood 
shaped edges

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe 15



Liner de luxe sleeping and living comfort

Sleeping comfort: sleep tight!

A good night's sleep requires above all a good bed! That's why 
Carthago beds are extra long, extra wide and especially low for easy 
access.

A high-quality, orthopaedically approved sleeping system, consist-
ing of a special, point-elastic sprung base and a matching mattress 
treats you to a healthy, deep sleep.

If you prefer to sleep further apart or have children on board, the 
liner also comes with an optional folding bed, or an optional lounge 
seating group that can be converted into a sleeping area. 

Advantages of living comfort

•  Great feeling of space due to clear room area 
divisions

•  Floor plan with clearly separable rooms
•  Choice of 2 bathrooms: Vario bathroom or 

Premium bathroom
•  Lounge seating group with ergonomically-

shaped seats
•  Choose between 4 seating groups to suit your 

purpose
•  Driver's cabin seats can be integrated into the 

seating group
•  Large, extendable living room table, can be 

moved in two directions
•  Dimmable LED lighting technology in the 

entire living area

Advantages of sleeping comfort

•  Medically recommended sleeping system
• Large sleeping areas on all fixed beds
• Low access to beds
•  Additional beds (folding bed or living room 

table can be lowered and converted)

Living comfort 

In a liner de luxe, you experience the comfort you would expect in 
a luxurious apartment. Relax completely on the blissfully comfy 
lounge seating group. High-quality upholstery covers and the 
ergonomically-shaped backrests make sitting a pleasure.

The TFT TV is ingeniously lowered to viewing height from the roof 
storage compartment. Its position opposite the lounge seating 
group means you can enjoy even long TV evenings in comfort. That 
goes for the seating group as well as the revolving driver's cabin 
seats.

And at times when the natural light is not enough, you use the  
modern LED lighting system to illuminate the spots you want.  
You can achieve an especially romantic atmosphere by dimming the 
lights as you wish. 

Every liner de luxe reflects our liner philosophy: all the rooms are 
spacious with a clear floor plan and areas that can be divided off. 
Living, cooking, resting, freshening up, changing - all these activities 
take place in their own areas of the liner, and in maximum luxury. 

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe16
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Liner de luxe lighting concept

Liner de luxe lighting concept

Innovative lighting technology for a unique light-
ing experience that creates the moods you want 
is another characteristic of the new liner de luxe. 
Innovative Carthago lighting technology doesn't 
just mean good looks and design, but also energy 
efficiency. It saves money, protects the environ-
ment and still creates a relaxed setting for you.

Carthago lighting technology at a glance

•  Living area lighting with modern LED technol-
ogy

•  Living area lighting consisting of a large num-
ber of light spots plus mood lighting

•  You can change the lighting with easy-to-use 
dimmers

•  Changeover switch system at several switches 
(entrance, living area, sleeping area)

•  A night light can be switched separately
•  External lighting with innovative “coming 

home” function (remote-controlled door light 
and driver's cabin door light integrated in the 
bus mirror ) and automatic switchoff

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe 17
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The Carthago design icon

The beauty of functionality

Efficient technology in an exciting look: that's the liner de luxe. In this vehicle, slim, precise lines 
define the elegant body despite the size of the liner. Wherever you look, you see exclusive materi-
als. On the outside, stand-out features are the stunning glass surrounds on the driver's cabin side 
windows, or the bus hatches flush with the side walls that open easily with parallelogram technol-
ogy for perfect loading. Inside, the luxury design is underlined by the leather trim on the doors of 
the upper storage compartments and around the large living room windows. Or by the separate 
dashboard with extensive bicolour leather trim and contrast stitching. Most impressive of all is the 
leather-lined living room ceiling. Ultimate style.

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe18
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Highlights: liner de luxe

•  Bus hatches integrated flush in the side wall – patent 
pending 

•  Large driver's cabin side windows with real glass surrounds
•  Leather trim around the living area and driver's cabin 

windows 
• Living area ceiling lined with leather
•  Leather trim with contrast stitching on upper storage 

compartment doors
•  Furniture made with exclusive real wood shaped  

elements
•  Solid “pull open” strip handles on the roof storage  

compartments
•  Innovative lighting system with LED technology
•  Separate dashboard with leather bicolour trim and  

contrast stitching
•  Generously-sized seating group with chaise longue with 

plenty of legroom and reclining positions

Carthago philosophy – the liner de luxe 19



Daily chassis conversion

liner de luxe on Iveco Daily

Advantages

•  Perfect sitting position, liner driving feeling
•  Best test result in comparisons: best front 

visibility with steeply sloped dashboard and 
low-set bus windscreen: from the driver seat, 
you can see the road surface from less than 
3 m ahead – the best value in the promobil-
Test “Liner Spezial”, 06/2012 issue!

•  Full insulation without cold bridges
•  Insulated driver's cabin floor, additionally with 

underfloor heating
•  More legroom 
•  Sound insulation to engine compartment
•  Weight saving on front axle
•  Separate dashboard with leather trim
•  SKA luxury seats positioned further apart
•  Cool box for cold drinks during travel integrated 

in the dashboard (centre console)

Are you looking for a partner you can rely on every day? Then the 
Iveco Daily 65/70 with a total permitted weight of 6.5/7.0 tons is 
ideal as the basis for your liner de luxe. The undercarriage impresses 
with its high extra load reserve combined with a perfect weight 
balance. If you want to enjoy ultimative mobility while staying 
within the 7.5-t weight class, the liner on the Iveco Daily is even 
available as a 7.49-t vehicle with a car garage for the Smart for two 
or the four-seater Fiat 500. 

To give you that typical liner feeling, the entire driver's cabin module 
is moved up and forward. But that's not all. A completely insulated 
driver's cabin pedestal ensures the entire driver's cabin area is insu-
lated without any cold bridges. The driver's cabin floor itself consists 
of the original sandwich floor panel, while the front wall between 
the driver's cabin and the engine compartment consists of double-
shell, fully insulated GRP.
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MAN chassis conversion

liner de luxe on MAN

Advantages

•  2 vehicle widths to choose from: 2.35 m / 2.50 m
•  Different weight classes available: 7.49 t, 10 t, 

12 t
•  2 powerful engines available, each with semi-

automatic transmissions
•  Raised driver's cabin pedestal: better sitting 

position, better visibility, liner feeling
•  Extreme load capacity due to gross vehicle 

weight of MAN of up to 12 t
•  Separate dashboard with leather trim 
•  SKA comfort seats (with air suspension) posi-

tioned further apart, creating wider aisle into 
the driver's cabin and more sitting comfort in 
the lounge seating group

•  Best front visibility with steeply sloped dash-
board, raised sitting position and low-set bus 
windscreen

Is there anything beyond liner luxury? Yes there is: the Carthago liner 
de luxe on a MAN undercarriage. With the air-suspension rear axle 
(optional) you'll feel like the king of the road. Perfectly smooth travel, 
maximum comfort and always sufficient power in reserve, even at 
low engine revs. The Carthago liner on the MAN undercarriage is the 
world champion of all classes.

Are you looking for maximum mobility on holiday? Then the MAN 
liner de luxe is also ideal for you. Simply load a Smart for two into the 
rear garage of the 10 or 12-ton liner, or even take along a four-seater 
Fiat 500. You can experience all this without losing any standing 
height inside: Thanks to their ingenious roof shape, the liners with 
car garage also have sufficient standing height in the bedroom. You 
don't have to make any compromises. 

Also in the MAN liner, the driver's cabin is raised to provide perfect 
visibility to the front during driving. Pure liner enjoyment. The entire 
driver's cabin pedestal is thoroughly insulated against cold and driv-
ing noise. And here again, the driver's cabin floor is systematically 
heated by underfloor heating.
More width is also available: if you're fascinated by size, choose the 
liner on a MAN undercarriage with an external width of 2.50 metres 
instead of the standard 2.35 metres.

Even from outside, the MAN liner radiates power. And it keeps that 
promise, wherever you drive it. The powerful engine ensures the liner 
de luxe glides along effortlessly however much you pack into it. The 
liner de luxe on the MAN undercarriage – a true king of the road!
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Web-Code

liner de luxe

liner de luxe Daily

“A dream motorhome. No doubt about it. The liner was our first ever motorhome. 
During our travels, we've met lots of interesting people and seen lots of other  
motorhome makes. What we like best about the liner are its striking look, excel-
lent technology and well-matched combination of materials. In this de luxe vehi-
cle, you feel straight away that it's not just an off-the-peg motorhome. Without  
being over the top, it's simply got style.” 

Carthago customers and brand ambassadors Brigitte and Hartmut Schwäbe

•  6.5 t to 7.49 t gross vehicle weight

•  Chassis width 2.35 m

•  Also available: floor plan with car garage for four-seater  
Fiat 500

•  Driver's cabin unit moved upward and forward:  
better visibility, liner feeling

•  Best visibility concept, road surface visible from less than 
3 m ahead

•  3.0 l, 170 HP engine (optionally with semi-automatic  
transmission) or 3.0 l, 205 HP engine

•  High additional load reserves within the 7.49-t weight limit

•  Cool box for cold drinks in the centre console of the  
dashboard

•  Extra self-sufficiency: 300 l fresh water, 300 l waste water, 
2 x 140-AH gel batteries, Alde hot water heating, hot water 
underfloor heating in driver's cabin, living area and bath-
room separately controllable, driver's cabin insulation

 
•  Extensive range of undercarriage accessories available

on Iveco Daily

LMOV016
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Web-Code

liner de luxe Daily

LPAN006
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Web-Code

liner de luxe

liner de luxe MAN

“We've been driving our Carthago liner for a few years and always thought it 
would be a match for life. Then the new liner de luxe came out last year. For us it 
tops everything. It's even more classy, and has great technical solutions like the 
new bus side hatches. We can only say well done Carthago. Other manufacturers 
have tried to lure us away from our liner. But since the liner de luxe there's simply 
no alternative to Carthago!”

Carthago customers and brand ambassadors Hildegard Löffler-Dammer and 
Helmut Dammer

•  7.49 t to 12 t gross vehicle weight

•  Chassis width 2.35 m or optionally 2.50 m

•  Driver's cabin pedestal raised: better visibility, liner feeling

•  Engine 4.58 l, 220 HP or 6.87 l, 250 HP (optionally with  
semi-automatic transmission)

•  High additional load reserve even with car on board

•  Extra self-sufficiency: up to 400 l fresh water, 300 l waste 
water, 2 x 140-AH gel batteries, Alde hot water heating, hot 
water underfloor heating in driver's cabin, living area and 
bathroom separately controllable, driver's cabin insulation 

on MAN

LMOV016
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Web-Code

liner de luxe MAN

LPAN016
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liner de luxe

liner de luxe floor plan family 1

liner de luxe Vario bathroom 

You've chosen the flagship of the Carthago motor-
home range. Congratulations! The liner de luxe 
offers you top individuality. 
You can choose between different chassis, 4 lounge 
seating groups, 3 different rear beds and 2 bath-
rooms. The Vario bathroom gives you a feeling of 
generous space despite its compact dimensions. 
What makes it especially attractive is its superb 
practicality and flexibility. Simply swing the living 
area dividing door to the shower opposite to create 
a changing room separated at the front from the 
living area. You can also close off the bedroom with 
the sliding door. Alternatively, close the bathroom 
door on the washroom side for a separate wash-
room and toilet. This solution is available in the 
compact floor plans 58 DB and 62 LE.

•  Flexible Vario bathroom
•  Compact vehicle length
•  Separate toilet possible
•  Large changing room: can be separated using 

living area dividing door and sliding door to 
bedroom

•  2 ceiling-high wardrobes in the changing room
•  Separate rain shower and additional hand shower

Floor plan family

View of living area floor plan family 1

Lounge seating group from above

on Iveco Daily
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liner de luxe floor plan family 1

Lounge seating group with view into driver's cabin
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liner  
Daily  
58 DB

Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C 17/70 C 17
Wheel base:  4,350 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 5
Seats during the journey:   3 / 4 / 5

liner Daily 58 DB

Model strengths:
•  Comfort floor plan with Vario bathroom, short vehicle length
•  Lounge seating group with long side couch – 4 variations possible
•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats placed further apart
•  Luxury living area table with extension
•  Premium corner kitchen with Corean surfaces and round sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator at hand height
•  Vario bathroom: flexible, spacious yet compact
•  Washroom with toilet can be used separately, simply open the  

bathroom door to create a large changing room
•  Sliding door to bedroom, mirror on bathroom side
•  2 ceiling-high wardrobes in the changing room
•  Rear double bed 157 x 210 cm
•  Spacious scooter garage with 2 large exterior hatches

Interior width: 1,150 mm
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Floor plan family

liner de luxe floor plan family 1

3.30 m

8.28 m 2.35 m
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liner  
Daily  

62 LE

Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C 17/70 C 17
Wheel base:  4,550 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 5
Seats during the journey:   3 / 4 / 5

liner Daily 62 LE

Model strengths:
•  Comfort floor plan with Vario bathroom, short vehicle length
•  Lounge seating group with long side couch – 4 variations possible
•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats placed further apart
•  Luxury living area table with extension
•  Premium corner kitchen with Corean surfaces and round sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator at hand height
•  Vario bathroom: flexible, spacious yet compact
•  Washroom with toilet can be used separately, simply open the  

bathroom door to create a large changing room
•  Sliding door to bedroom, mirror on bathroom side
•  2 ceiling-high wardrobes in the changing room
•  Rear beds 2 x 80 x 198 cm
•  Spacious scooter garage with 2 large exterior hatches

Interior width: 1,150 mm
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Floor plan family

liner de luxe floor plan family 1

3.30 m

8.68 m 2.35 m
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liner de luxe

liner de luxe floor plan family 2

liner de luxe Premium bathroom

The largest anywhere: liner de luxe with Premium 
bathroom. If you want maximum space irrespec-
tive of vehicle length, we have the ideal solution 
for you: the floor plans 65, 68 Q or 82 Q with their 
Premium bathrooms. This bathroom solution gives 
you the luxury of your own oasis of comfort and is 
integrated in your liner de luxe like a real separate 
bathroom. Welcome to the models 65, 68 Q and 
82 Q Pkw.

•  Premium bathroom with maximum spaciousness
•  Room is divided from living area and bedroom 

with smooth-running sliding doors
•  Large, ceiling-high and flexibly organisable ward-

robe integrated
•  Real glass quarter-circle shower, 80 cm household 

size
•  Washbasin made of seamless Corian
•  Ceramic toilet with fixed 250-l tank
•  Wall-mounted towel radiator
•  Underfloor heating

Floor plan family

on Iveco Daily/MAN

View of living area floor plan family 2

Lounge seating group from above
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liner de luxe floor plan family 2

Lounge seating group with view into driver's cabin
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liner 
Daily/
MAN 
65 DB

Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C 17/70 C 17/MAN TGL 8.220
Wheel base:  4,750 mm/4,500 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 5
Seats during the journey:   3 / 4 / 5

liner 65 DB

Model strengths:
•  Premium floor plan with Premium bathroom
•  Lounge seating group with long side couch – 4 variations possible
•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats placed further apart
•  Luxury living area table with extension
•  Premium corner kitchen with Corean surfaces and round sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator at hand height
•  Premium bathroom with household shower, quarter circle  

80 x 80 cm, large washbasin made of Corian
•  Smooth-gliding sliding door to living area and bedroom  

(mirror on bathroom side)
•  Ceiling-high, flexibly organisable wardrobe
•  Second, ceiling-high cupboard in bedroom
• Rear double bed 157 x 210 cm
•  Spacious scooter garage with 2 large exterior hatches

Floor plan family

liner de luxe floor plan family 2

Interior width: 1,150 mm
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liner  
Daily/
MAN
65 LE

Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C 17/70 C 17/MAN TGL 8.220
Wheel base:  4,750 mm/4,500 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 5
Seats during the journey:   3 / 4 / 5

liner 65 LE

Model strengths:
•  Premium floor plan with Premium bathroom
•  Lounge seating group with long side couch – 4 variations possible
•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats placed further apart
•  Luxury living area table with extension
•  Premium corner kitchen with Corean surfaces and round sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator at hand height
•  Premium bathroom with household shower, quarter circle  

80 x 80 cm, large washbasin made of Corian
•  Smooth-gliding sliding door to living area and bedroom  

(mirror on bathroom side)
•  Ceiling-high, flexibly organisable wardrobe
•  Rear beds 2 x 80 x 198 cm
•  Spacious scooter garage with 2 large exterior hatches

Floor plan family

liner de luxe floor plan family 2

Interior width: 1,150 mm
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liner  
Daily/
MAN 
68 Q

Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C 17/70 C 17/MAN TGL 8.220
Wheel base:  4,900 mm/4,500 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 5
Seats during the journey:   3 / 4 / 5

liner 68 Q

Model strengths:
•  Premium floor plan with Premium bathroom
•  Lounge seating group with long side couch – 4 variations possible
•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats placed further apart
•  Luxury living area table with extension
•  Premium corner kitchen with Corean surfaces and round sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator at hand height
•  Premium bathroom with household shower, quarter circle  

80 x 80 cm, large washbasin made of Corian
•  Smooth-gliding sliding door to living area and bedroom  

(mirror on bathroom side)
•  Ceiling-high, flexibly organisable wardrobe
•  Queen-size bed 145 x 195 cm
•  Spacious scooter garage with 2 large exterior hatches

liner de luxe floor plan family 2

Interior width: 1,150 mm
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liner  
Daily/
MAN 
82 Q  
Pkw

Chassis:  Iveco Daily 70 C 17/MAN TGL 10.220
Wheel base:  5,850 mm/5,300 mm
Standing height in living area/bedroom: 1.98 m/1.74 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 5
Seats during the journey:   3 / 4 / 5

liner 82 Q Pkw

liner de luxe floor plan family 2

Floor plan family

Model strengths:
•  Premium floor plan with Premium bathroom and rear car garage
•  Lounge seating group with long side couch – 4 variations possible
•  SKA comfort driver's cabin seats placed further apart
•  Luxury living area table with extension
•  Premium corner kitchen with Corean work surface and round sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator at hand height
•  Premium bathroom with household shower, 80 x 80 cm quarter  

circle, large washbasin made of Corian
•  Smooth-gliding sliding door to living area and bedroom  

(mirror on bathroom side)
•  Ceiling-high, flexibly organisable wardrobe
•  Standing height in bedroom due to raised roof
•  Queen-size bed 145 x 195 cm
•  Rear car garage for Smart or four-seater Fiat 500

Interior width: 1,780 mm
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liner de luxe

liner de luxe features

Standard features

Bus mirror  
with wide-angle mirror, front mirror 
and main mirror. 

Security cabin door  
with triple locking, internal steel 
hinges, door window with insect 
screen.

“Coming home”  
function in connection with CL:  
delayed switch-off for outside  
lighting.

Alde hot-water heating  
with numerous convectors in the 
driver's cabin, living area, double floor, 
garage.

Insulating double-glazed  
side windows in driver's cabin:  
on driver and passenger sides.

Central locking  
on cabin door, bus hatches and rear 
garage hatches.

Entrance step  
extended electrically, retracted in side 
skirt.

Hot-water underfloor heating  
in driver's cabin, living area and  
bathroom area.

Electric insulating windscreen roller 
blinds
electric control, with 230 V inverter.

Remote control  
for central locking (with separate 
hand-held sensor).

Panorama roof hatch  
above lounge seating group, opens/
closes electrically.

Alde heat exchanger  
with engine heating function.
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liner de luxe

liner de luxe features

Standard features

Central compartment  
for disposal and supply, service access 
behind bus hatch.

Liner living area table  
with real wood shaped edges,  
movable in two directions,  
extendable, with insert piece. 

Exclusive leather trim  
around windows in driver's cabin and 
living area.

Kitchen work surface 
work surface made of Corian,  
seamless, with household sink and 
sink cover.

Heavy-load rollers  
on frame extension, protects under-
floor from damage.

Roman blind system  
in household quality, chain operated.
Removable for cleaning.

Storage compartment fronts 
roof storage compartments in  
exclusive leather in creme with  
contrast stitching.

Household hob  
with glass surface for easy cleaning.

Driver's cabin luxury seats 
SKA seat adjustable in several direc-
tions, with armrests and integrated 
seatbelt.

Ceiling lining  
with exclusive leather trim.

Tec Tower 190 l  
refrigerator combination with  
separate freezer compartment and 
gas oven.

230 V coffee machine  
integrated in the kitchen work  
surface for easy access.
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liner de luxe

liner de luxe features

Designer tap 
solid metal with high-quality flexible 
spray head.

Rain shower head  
with high standing height and  
additional hand shower.

Underfloor heating  
in driver's cabin, living area and bath-
room, can be separately controlled.

Night light 
on the floor, separately switchable.

“Flex” drawer organiser system  
for individual arrangement of the 
kitchen drawers.

Ceramic toilet  
with 250-l fixed tank.

Living area lighting  
in LED technology with soft light  
colour, energy-saving and long-
lasting.

Rear beds  
with medically recommended Cara 
Winx sleeping system: special sprung 
frame and mattress.

Ceiling extractor fan  
above kitchen area. Ventilation  
function.

Wall-mounted towel radiator  
with control.

Atmospheric lighting  
with LED light strips indirectly above 
ceiling canopy.

Large scooter garage hatches  
on driver and passenger sides with 
double locking and two soft-action 
holders.

Standard features
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liner de luxe

liner de luxe seating group variations

Sitting pretty.
 
Do exactly what you want! You shouldn't have to adjust to 
your liner, it should be tailored to suit you. In every situation. 
Including when you're sitting. 

That's why Carthago gives you a choice of four seating 
groups for the liner. You decide how you want to sit, whether 
you want to travel with two or five people, and whether you 
want lots of space or a more cosy atmosphere in your seating 
group. 

Chaise 1
•  With one belted seat
•  Couch opposite

Chaise 2
•  Can be turned to create 2 belted seats
•  Couch opposite

Chaise 3 
•  With one belted seat
•  Opposite bar seating group and bar seat  

with three-point seatbelt

Chaise 4
•  Can be turned to create 2 belted seats
•  Opposite bar seating group and bar seat  

with three-point seatbelt
•  This version provides 5 belted seats

Seating group variations
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Carthago World of Living

Cordoba
Standard

Barcelona
Standard

Agadir
Standard

Venezia
Standard

Toulouse
Standard

Very high quality Antara material combination: 
Fabric with dirt-repellent stain protection, Antara with highly effective Teflon Repel stain protection

Very high quality Antara covers
Antara with highly-effective Teflon Repel stain protection

Carthago World of Living
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Carthago World of Living

Macchiato part leather
Optional

Savannah part leather
Optional

Creme part leather
Optional

Creme leather
Optional

Striking creme coloured leather in outstanding quality

Bicolour leather
Optional

Classy combination of bicolour leather in outstanding quality.

Very high quality leather-fabric combination: 
Outstanding quality leather, contrast fabric with dirt repellent stain protection

Very high quality leather covers
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Carthago Reisemobilbau GmbH  
www.carthago.com

Regarding the information in this catalogue: Since the compilation of this catalogue in August 2012, changes may have been made to products. The right to construction and 
design changes, deviations in colour and changes in the scope of delivery by the manufacturer is reserved during the delivery period. Colour deviations may be the result of the 
printing technology. Please note that the pictures and illustrations of the vehicles may include some special equipment at additional cost. For any further technical data, please 
see the Price List, also for details of seats during travel etc. These details comply with the German highway regulations (StVO and StVZO).  
© Carthago Reisemobil GmbH. D-88213 Ravensburg/Schmalegg, phone +49 751 79121-0, www.carthago.com
Printed in Germany.


